SolarBerry Information Pack
The SolarBerry - a mobile and self-sustainable computer lab and offline library.

1. Our Charity
1.1. The Turing Trust supports education in sub-Saharan Africa by reusing computers
and improving teacher training using ICT. It provides skills development in the UK
while reducing waste and contributing to an environmentally friendly society. For
further information see website www.turingtrust.co.uk .
2. Copyrights and use of this information
2.1. The designers have agreed to make the following information generally available for
non-commercial use by charities and other parties involved in supporting charitable
projects. Potential users should check with the authors regarding any intended use.
3. Introduction
3.1. This document provides information on the Design, Construction and Deployment of
the SolarBerry, a solar-powered computer lab using low consumption Raspberry Pi
computers based in an upcycled 20ft shipping container, for use in off-grid
environments.
3.2. The unit was designed by 4 members of the Rotary Club of Currie Balerno in
Edinburgh on behalf of the Turing Trust, a charity dedicated to supporting schools
and communities in Sub-Saharan Africa with the wiping, refurbishment and
provision of re-used IT equipment.
3.3. Many countries in Africa have rural communities that lack provision of mains
electricity and internet connectivity. The SolarBerry addresses both of these issues
by providing a self-powered educational and community resource with a vast offline
library of suitable materials.
4. Basic Design Principles
4.1. There have been a number of similar solar-powered systems designed not all of
which have been successful. Some used conventional mains-powered PCs which
required a significant power capacity or had to be specially designed to run on low
voltage and without fan cooling. To create mains voltages from relatively lowvoltage DC solar supplies requires the use of inverters which are relatively
inefficient (typically 80%). Some IT devices then need adaptors to bring them down
to lower operating voltages introducing yet more inefficiency.
4.2. The SolarBerry design uses all low voltage equipment obviating the need for
inverters and employs low-consumption Raspberry Pi (RPi) computers which
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require only a 5v DC power supply and use only 4 watts for each device. The RPi
computers are used for both Workstations and a Server and other devices on the
network are also low-voltage designs.
4.3. An upcycled 20ft shipping container is used as the basis of the lab since these are
readily obtained, cheap to procure at the end of their service life and easily
transported around the world. In this case the container was used first to transport
500 PCs out to Malawi where The Turing Trust is undertaking a major project to put
thousands of computers into schools in the Northern Region. Once empty the unit
was then converted into the computer lab using locally-available resources as far as
possible.
5.

Detailed Design (refer to drawings and photos in this pack for more details)
5.1. In order to provide plenty of airflow and light, part of one side of the container was
cut out to form 2 doors and 2 ramps and hinges were fitted to allow them to be
securely closed from the inside when not in operation. The original secure
container end doors were also retained to provide access.
5.2. The insides were lined with locally-obtained board panels with electrical wiring
installed behind the panels or in exposed trunking for neatness and protection.
5.3. Interior lighting was provided by 6 x 12v LED ceiling fittings providing good
illumination at worktop level yet offering very low power consumption.
5.4. Benches were created along 3 sides of the unit to provide space for keyboards and
mice with monitors being placed at each of the 11 RPi workstations.
5.5. A server and battery compartment was constructed across the width of the unit at
high level and this also houses the solar controller, a low power gigabit network
switch, a wireless access point and a Network Attached Storage (NAS) device of
2TB capacity for backup of RPi software and educational materials.
5.6. A bespoke solar battery charging monitor using another RPi and an Arduino was
also designed and built into the charging circuit. This monitors and records
environmental conditions as well as the charge state of the batteries, and makes the
data available in graphical format in a browser page.
5.7. Cooling of the unit and server cabinet was supported by fitting 4 x 200mm 12v fans
at each of the corners.
5.8. Workstation LCD monitors were provided by using Cello TV sets. These are
designed for caravan use so can be supplied from a standard 12v cigar socket.
They came with 12v to 19v DC – DC converters which provide a stable supply at
any input voltage from 10 - 24v. The TVs are also equipped with DVD players as
standard. It would have been possible and probably cheaper to use basic 12v
monitors instead but these were not readily available at the time of despatch of the
container from the UK.
5.9. The network is supported on wired Ethernet for internal devices and a wireless
access point gives hotspot access to mobile phones and portable tablet devices,
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which can also be charged up by the unit. The workstations are configured as
network Clients with educational materials served up from an RPi server.
5.10. Originally the RPi server was running on a 128GB microSD card with 16GB cards
on each workstation running Raspbian Pixel (a Linux variant optimised for RPi).
However, the server was upgraded to a USB-connected 2.5” SATA hard disk when
support for this was introduced and has since been further upgraded to a 2.5” Solid
State Device (SSD) of 240GB capacity for better performance and reliability.
5.11. For the offline library a package of modules known as RACHEL (Remote Area
Hotspot for Education and Learning) from World Possible is used (see
https://worldpossible.org/rachel). This open-source browser-based material
incorporates numerous selectable modules including the entire Khan Academy
Maths and Science curriculum, a copy of Wikipedia curated especially for children,
and various modules having practical content in Agriculture and Health Education
appropriate to African communities. Local content can also be added.
5.12. RPi workstations were also equipped with open-source Libre Office, Chromium
browser and Media Players, and each user can have a shared folder to store files
on the server.
5.13. To cater for Movie Nights DVDs can be played and projected either indoor or
outdoor using the low-energy Optoma LED projector with sound played through a
100w QTX PA system. The provision of entertainment as well as phone and tablet
charging allows for raising a small income to ensure that future maintenance costs
can be covered.
5.14. An HP DeskJet printer operates off a Drok 12v – 32v DC - DC converter allowing
network printing from any workstation.
5.15. At each workstation a Ring adaptor unit converts the main 12v DC supply to 5v for
the RPi computers and provides 2 USB ports for charging purposes.
6. Solar generation and charging
6.1. Calculation of electrical loading indicated a potential battery capacity requirement of
320Ah and in practice the solar installation company put in 4 x 100Ah batteries.
6.2. Taking account of latitude in N Malawi and expected year-round sunshine hours we
specified a panel capacity of 900W for charging this being provided by 6 x 150W
panels roof mounted on a welded steel frame. An additional 50w panel was also
installed to provide a separate supply to keep the fans running when the SolarBerry
was shut down. Initially this was installed without a separate controller but the high
voltages generated in the African sunshine caused fans to burn out so circuits were
then revised to feed the input from this panel into the main controller and run the
cooling fans off the batteries. For future designs a separate controller for the fans
should be specified so that they can operate when the SolarBerry is closed.
6.3. The main charge controller was a Solar 80 PWM 80A capacity and was provided
from UK sources as not locally available at this size. Cheaper than an MPPT
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controller the strategy relied on the separately designed battery monitor system to
give us full information on charge state of the batteries. This has been designed,
built and tested but has still to be implemented due to resource constraints.
6.4. To date the solar design has proved more than capable of sustaining the required
power demand of the lab.
6.5. A bespoke circuit breaker panel was designed built and tested in the UK as none of
the manufacturers of the off-the-shelf panels would guarantee operation on DC
circuits.
6.6. To maintain reasonable temperatures inside the unit shade cloth was draped on
steel wires over the roof (except the solar panels) and partly down each side.
Environment engineering calculations showed that this was the most effective
configuration rather than tenting right down to the ground. White paint was applied
to all external surfaces to reflect heat as much as possible.
7. Project Challenges
7.1. Obtaining quotations for onsite construction
7.1.1. It can be challenging to obtain written quotations for work to be done locally.
It is therefore difficult to make comparisons between different potential
Suppliers. It sometimes helps to make a table or spreadsheet format for them
to price.
7.2. Mains Power
7.2.1. In Malawi there is often a shortage of mains electrical power and it is cut off
randomly. Thus, when a welder turned up to cut and fabricate parts for the
container on a day when there was no power, he had to go away again and
wait until power was restored. These kinds of delays need to be built in to
project schedules.
7.3. Lifting and Transportation
7.3.1. Other infrastructural challenges include a lack of cranage and trucks. To lift
the completed 4T SolarBerry the only available crane was a 2.5T Hiab which
lifted one end at a time onto an ancient flatbed and slid it along with a timber
roller.
7.4. Supervisory skills
7.4.1. The provision of a relatively high-tech facility like the SolarBerry needs some
degree of qualified supervision for its operation. In a country with very few
qualified ICT teachers it can be difficult to find an appropriate person to take
charge of the facility. The challenge was met here by employing a former
teacher.
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8. Summary
8.1. The prototype SolarBerry proved the viability of the concept and has been
successfully installed in a remote community at Choma near Mzuzu in N Malawi
which had no mains power and no prospect of being connected in the foreseeable
future.
8.2. The unit has been enthusiastically received by the local community which
comprises two Secondary schools and a Primary School and has provided since its
installation in July 2018 provision of both child and adult education. The community
demonstrated buy-in to the project by construction of mud-brick foundations for it
and painting the unit.
8.3. The unit has also proved invaluable as a charging station for mobile phones and
tablet computers and the small fees raised for doing this will contribute to the cost of
eventually replacing the solar batteries.
8.4. The project has also proved invaluable in gaining experience in solar generation in
rural African communities for rolling out future projects.
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Solar Berry Project

Prepared by AC

11/05/2015

Version 1.1

Updated Projector and Inverter specs and loads. Downrated charging and storage to suit.

14/05/2015

Version 1.2

Added PA unit for video sound

14/05/2015
Version 1.3
Increased lighting demand after discussion with IC
21/05/2015
Version 1.4
Allowed for mains-powered projector as yet to identify a suitable 12v model
17/04/2016
Version 1.5
Updated for Malawi Project, Rpi Model 3, Modified electrical devices
31/07/2017
Version 1.6
Updated to reflect power consumption of Rpi3 Server with WDPiDrive.
06/08/2019
Version1.7
Updated to reflect most of actual components used in final construction (note these may be subject
to for
ongoing
update)on specified items.
All Equipment is 12v unless otherwise stated. Suppliers may propose alternative available equipment which must be approved by Turing Trust. Web links are
information
Demand
Qty
Power (W) Current (A) Total (W)
Total (A) Circuit Total Provided by Comment
Item
Circuit 1 - Workstations and lighting
11 "Cello 16" 16" Ultra Slim LED TV+ DVD. Inputs HDMI, VGA and
20
1.67
220
18.33
TT?
Max theoretical load. Normally run at around 8W, but supplied DC/DC converter/stabiliser fairly
SCART 12 / 24 VOLT DC 12V, c/w wall mounting brackets.
inefficient. http://www.amazon.co.uk/Digital-Freeview-TV-Caravan-12-GlossyBlack/dp/B003VPJZ48?SubscriptionId=AKIAIQWHH4HRPK7LRQTQ&tag=pebble0921&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=B003VPJZ48&ascsubtag=12v000Mon
itors

Components list and electrical loads

11 Raspberry Pi Model 3 Clients, including mouse, k/board and
Ethernet connection
1 Raspberry Pi Model 3 Server, including mouse, k/board and
wired and wireless Ethernet connection (server is run
"headless" i.e. no monitor required once set up.
12 12v + 5v DC USB adaptors at each individual workstation.
6 Multi -LED downlighters mounted on ceiling
Circuit 2 - Comms and Projector box
1 16-port unmanaged Ethernet switch 12v operation TRENDnet
GREENnet TEG-S16D
1 Wireless Access Point/Router (e.g. Netgear WN604 or Edimax
N300)
1 3TB NAS drive Lenovo Iomega EZ

5

0.42

55

4.58

TT?

Connected via Ethernet cabling on surface of wall lining boards - visible for educational purposes

3

0.60

3

0.60

TT?

Uses a USB WiFi adaptor to transmit as WiFi Hotspot. Also connects to LAN using wired Ethernet on
different IP address range, for access by Pi Clients (NB WiFi not working with PiDrive currently)

TT?

Ring A87LF 2A and 1A 5v USB + 2 x 12v 10A http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/ring-automotive-12v-twinmicro-usb-and-usb-multisocket-10a-a87lf
Reduced from original 2 envisaged. Multiple switched circuits required.

19

1.58

114

9.50

33.02 Local

7

0.58

7

0.58

TT bought

Cat 6 cabling from switch runs to all workstations

20

1.67

20

1.67

TT

For incoming access to network by e.g. a laptop. TT source used one 12v operation if possible.

12

1.00

12

1.00

TT bought

Network Attached Storage drive for backup of Rpi images and all data, also TT's own educational
material

1 Battery-powered PA system for video sound, e.g. QTX Sound
QR15PA
4 110mm dia fans to ventilate Comms & Projector box and
interior of container

100

8.33

100

8.33

TT?

4

0.33

16

1.33

TT?

Has 12v External power input. See e.g. http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/QTX-Sound-QR15PA-PortableBattery-PA-System-Wireless-Microphones-15-100-W-/231520754814
Suggested mainly for ventilation of battery/comms box and in unit. If directly connected to separate
panel as originally intended require a voltage limiting controller to prevent burning out fan motors.

1 Epson Workforce WF-100W wireless inkjet printer (replaced
with HP inkjet and Drok DC-DC converter 12v to 32v in final
design due to cost)
1 Optoma 750e LED projector

10

0.83

10

0.83

TT?

65

5.42

65

5.42

Has own battery and charges from 12v supply or 5v USB so allow 10w to charge battery. Actually uses
10 w in use from own battery.
http://www.epson.co.uk/gb/en/viewcon/corporatesite/products/mainunits/overview/13761
12v input but has supplied DC - DC converter to 19v. Has HDMI input for Rpi. Needs about 80w to
start up.

5

0.42

10

0.83

TT?

Assumes we may charge 4 smartphones or other USB cable devices at once. Minimum 1A per USB
port. Some tablets need 2A. Ring A87LF 2A and 1A 5v USB + 2 x 12v 10A
http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/ring-automotive-12v-twin-micro-usb-and-usb-multisocket-10a-a87lf

120

10.00

120

10.00

10.83 Local

Charge through a 12v charger with multi-voltage DC output (15 - 22v typically) having changeable tips

150

12.50

150

12.50

12.50 TT?

For small applicances that demand 230v AC. Occasional only. Not at same time as laptop
charger/daytime only? http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/ring-automotive-12v-modified-sinewave-150winverter-with-21a-usb-a01tr
say, 100 amps max, 50 without inverter running and lighting low to see monitors

Circuit 3 - phone/laptop/lamp charging service
2 USB Smartphone charger 12v - 5v e.g. MaplinA87LF

1 Laptop charger - Nikkai A56HY multi-volt or similar
Circuit 4 - Inverter
1 Portable 150W 240V inverter e.g. Ring A01TR (reduced from
300w due to potential high demand on loading)

15.92

Total
Notes
Estimated Power Generation and Storage requirement
1 Assume 8 hours peak capacity solar charging in a typical day.
Controller 80A, Smart monitoring of charge
2 Assume 4 hours running on batteries every evening at max 60*
amps =240, say 320 AH battery capacity for safe margin
3 Should probably allow something like 3 x 110AH leisure
batteries connected in parallel = 330AH
4 Solar charging capacity will need to supply daytime load (12v x
50=600W) plus battery charging (12v x 30= 360W) = total 960W
say 1kW
Still to Add
Switches/circuit breakers
Other circuit items?

72.27

General Construction
a

Local Co

Container to be lined with 18mm ply inside and outside to provide heat insulation and fixing. Solar
Supplier to specify but example at http://www.bimblesolar.com/outbackfm80
*for Cinema use lighting will be low or off, monitors will not be in use, so lower total demand
assumed

c

Local Co

d

Local Co

12v outlets using cigarette sockets to be provided comprising 11 No. (workstations) , 6 No. (in comms
box ) 1 No. (for printer) and 2 No (in charging service panel)
Suitable louvred vents or fans to be installed in battery box to provide air circulation and vent fumes
to outside. Final panle capacity 6 x 150w panels (12v circuit) and 1 x 50w panel for fans. Solar design
includes low-cost 80A controller (not MPPT) as intention is to implement bespoke battery monitoring

b

Expensive bespoke circuit breaker used to supply high DC loads but would better be replaced with car
12v fuse boxes in future designs
Cables for phone charging. Ethernet cabling and leads, HDMI cables.

Battery
Compartment

50mm x 50mm steel angles spanning across
width of container, plated at each end, and
welded to container side walls to support ply
servives compartment
Worktop

Solar
Controls/
Inverter

1. Unit lined with 18mm ply to all wall and ceiling ares with suitable fixings to permit normal
transportation shocks.
2. Exterior of unit to be painted gloss white to reflect solar heat.
3. Standard end doors to be retained for access but a false wall to be built behind them to
support bench and computer monitors.
4. False wall supported by steel angles to have 2 x 450square louvred ventilation aperatures
at bottom to allow airflow through container.
5. Solar panels to be fixed flat on roof in accordance with manufacturer fixing instructions.
Any exposed ares to be painted gloss white. Provision to be made for cabling from solar
panels to services compartment within container using IP65 cable stuffing glands.
6. Unit to be fitted front and back with full-length drop-arm roller sun awnings each approx.
19ft long.
7. Whiteboard to cover end wall opposite service compartment over area above monitors.
8. Portable 12V PA Syatem 100W as specified elsewhere to be provided.

Projector
Compartment
50mm void to be created
between rear of access
doors to face of ply wall
for cabling, etc.
Comms and
Server

Power consumer unit on wall hard
to underside of service
compartment
Teachers
Storage
Shutter door storage

Plan Layout
Services
compartment to be
constructed across
full width of container
as shown to provide
secure containment
for solar equpment,
batteries, computer
server and comms
equipment, projector
and storage. Battery
section of
compartment to be
ventilated to outside
and sealed to inside
to exclude gases.

IT equipment,
batteries,
solor panel
controls, etc
with access
doors

Shutter door storage

Power consumer unit on wall hard
to underside of service
compartment

Roller Shutter Doors
Side to have opening
approx. 15ft wide
fitted with 2 x roller
shutter doors

Whiteboard full width
of wall as shown

Television monitors fixed to wall

False ply wall
supported on shelf
support bracket at
high level and by 50 x
50 steel angle welded
to floor
2 No 450square
ventilation louvres to
be provided on false
wall at low level for
venting service void

Section

1. Benching for keyboard and mouse usage to be fitted inside to three walls as shown
complete with support brackets.
2. Monitors, as specified, to be fixed securely to wall using wall mounted brackets to
resist normal transportation shock.

Solar Berry Project (Malawi)

Layout Plan
Scale 1/20 @
A3
April '16
Drawing No
SBP/M/001

100mm x 25mm white PVC trunking
fixed to underside of ceiling with
connections to consumer unit and
lighting switch panel to contain
circuit cabling

Circuit Ref: CU/2

Circuit Ref: CU/1

Plan Layout

Power consumer on wall hard to
underside of services compartment

300mm x 300mm square surface mounting LED
lighting module fixed to underside of ceiling suitable
for operation on a 12V DC supply.
Polycarbonate diffuser and brushed aluminium body.
Fitting suitable for operation in temperature range up
to 40C.
LED to be Cool White with an output of 1800 lumens
Fujing Lighting Technology Co Ltd as per quote Ref
FJ-2016-05-25-D1

Lighting Circuit Cable Schedule
Circuit Ref Lamp
Type

MCB
Rating

Circuit
CPC
Cable(csa) (csa)

No of
Cores

Cable
Type

Containment

Load
Watts

CU/1

LED

10A

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

Surface

57

Lighting

CU/2

LED

10A

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

Surface

57

Lighting

All internal cabling to be clipped neatly to the
plywood finished surface

Solar Berry Project (Malawi)

Proposed Lighting Layout
Scale 1/20 @ A3
April '16
Drg No SBP/M/002 Rev b

CU/3

CU/3

CU/3

CU/3

CU/4

CU/4

CU/4
CU/4
printer

Circuit Ref: CU/5
Allow for 8 No 20 amp DP isolator
switches in Services Compartment for
Rasperry Pi Server, Internet Switch, NAS
Drive and Router

CU/4
C

CU/3

RJ45 Cat 6 jack socket mounted on white insulated plate
surface mounted on PVC outlet box fixed to plywood wall
finish.
Cabling to from Services Compartment comprises Cat 6
screened data cable
20 amp DP isolator switch in surface mounted PVC box
screw fixed to plywood backboard

Power consumer unit on wall hard
to underside of service
compartment

CU/3

CU/4

Outlet switches
for phone
chargers

Teacher Work
Station outlet switch for laptop
charger

CU/3
CU/8

Plan Layout

IT equipment,
batteries,
solor panel
controls, etc

Consumer distribution board to be as Hager having a 100A
DP main isolator and 13 outgoing circuit ways.
MCB's to be as Hager 10kA Type B double pole with ratings
as shown

Rasperry Pi units wall
mounted above
worktop

Section

Solar Berry Project (Malawi)

Proposed IT Layout
Scale 1/20 @ A3
April '16
Drg No SBP/M/003

MK Cat No
K56301BLK
IP66 rated

MK Cat No
K2657WHI
with K2140 WHI
box(internal)
Rasperry
Pi Server
5 watt

Network
Switch
7 watt

NAS
Drive
12 watt

Router
20 watt

2.5sq mm LSF/LSF cable +
1.5sq mm CPC
12v DC/240V AC
Inverter Unit for
Projector.

Spare
20 amp DP
12V DC
isolator
switches
16 amp MCB
Crt. Ref. CU/5

20 amp MCB
Crt. Ref. CU/10

Radial Circuit within Services Cupboard

Solar Panel Array
mounted on roof of
container.
12V DC output
40 amp max.

40 amp 12V DC 3P
IP65 Isolation Switch
located in Services
Compartment IMO
Precision Controls Ltd
Ref PE69-3040

+

-

20 amp 12V DC DP
Main Isolation Switch
located in Services
Compartment

10A

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

57W

Lighting

CU/2

10A

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

57W

Lighting

CU/3

20A

2.5

1.5

6

LSF/LSF

147W

Ring Crt 20 amp Switches

CU/4

20A

2.5

1.5

6

LSF/LSF

147W

Ring Crt 20 amp Switches

CU/5

16A

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

44W

Radial 20 amp Switches

Battery
Charger/Controller
unit

CU/6

16A

PA System

CU/7

16A

Inverter

Battery
Charger/Controller
unit

CU/8

20A

CU/9

6A

Fans

CU/10

20A

Projector

CU/11

16A

Spare

CU/12

16A

Spare

CU/13

16A

Spare

40 Amp enclosed
3P DC isolator IP65
see above.

2 x 10sq mm LSF cables +
CPC

+

-

Sealed Lead Acid Battery
system 12 V output having a
storage capacity of 200 Ah

2.5

1.5

3

LSF/LSF

120W

Laptop Charger

13 way Consumer Unit having metal enclosure fitted with
100 amp DP isolator switch suitable for operation at 12V DC.
Outgoing MCB's to be DP and rated at 10kA suitable for
operation at 12v DC.
Unit to be fitted with surge suppression at incoming point.
Main earth bar to be bonded to equipment and steel
container with 10sq mm green/yellow LSF cable. Earth bar to
be earthed externally to an earthing rod.

4No extract fans

20 amp DP
12V DC
isolator
switches
20 Amp enclosed
3P DC isolator IP65
as IMO Precision
Controls Ltd Ref
PE69-4020

Equipment
CU/1

40 Amp enclosed
3P DC isolator IP65
see above.

High temperature
cabling between panels
and main isolation
switch by Solar Panel
Specialist Contractor.

Sealed Lead Acid Battery
system 12 V output having a
storage capacity of 200 Ah

40 Amp enclosed
3P DC isolator IP65
see above.

Solar Panel Array
mounted on roof of
container.
12V DC output
40 amp max.

Solar Panel Array
mounted on roof of
container.
12V DC output for
powering extract
fans

1 No MK Masterseal Plus RCD
Protected 13 amp 1 gang
socket otlet units. Located
externally. To provide power
for portable 240V AC Projector

External earthing point to comprise a
1200mm long steel cored copper
earth rods or multiple thereoff
connected together to provide a max
earth resistance of 5 ohms

2.5sq mm LSF/LSF cable +
1.5sq mm CPC

Solar Berry Project Malawi

Proposed Electrical Schematic
NTS
April '16
DRG No SBP/M/004 Rev c

Ply lining drawing

Solar Berry Project-Malawi
Schedule of Electrical Equipment-May 31 2016
Equipment

Description

Cat No

Lighting Fittings

300mm x 300mm square LED lighting
module. 20W, 1800 lumen output,
suitable for 12V DC operation, complete with
bracket

Fujing Lighting Technology
Co., Ltd. Shanghai, China
Refer to Quotation:
FJ-2016-05-25-D1

Main Solar Panel String
DC Isolator

100amp 4 pole DC rated isolator, enclosed,
IP65

IMO Precision Controls Ltd
London
PE69-4100

1

£110.62

£110.62

£59.94

IMO Precision Controls Ltd
London
PE69-4020

1

£28.14

£28.14

£16.00

£152.01

£152.01

Secondary Solar Panel String
DC Isolator

20amp Isolator switches

20amp 4 pole DC rated isolator, enclosed,
IP65

No

Cost
6

$189.00

£ Cost
131.25

£131.25

20amp on/off rocker switch, DP, 12V DC
operation, IP66
(Switches to be fitted into plastic/metal
enclosures suitable for surface mounting
by others)

RS Components Stock Ref:
913-2711

27

13amp Protected socket
outlet for Projector

13amp 240V one gang socket outlet
RCD protected 30mA, IP66 enclosure

MK Electric Masterseal Plus
Cat No K56301BLK

1

£150.51

£150.51

£9.99

13amp socket outlet for
Projector internally

13amp 240V one gang socket outlet
with surface box

Mk Electric Logic Range
Cat No K2657WHI + K2140WHI
box

1

£18.00

£18.00

£9.99

sparks
rotary switch
https://www.sp
£49.95
arksdirect.co.uk
£59.94

£79.65
Not available until mid july

Total

£590.53
variance

£306.82
£283.71

inc VAT

ebay
152102202889

£
10

ebay
141301630524

ebay
151279980129

£
2.95

27 off
£79.65

why does it have to be external if we used
inside and an extention it's safer and costs less
wickes
socket with RCD
socket
http://www.wic http://www.wicke
kes.co.uk/Wick s.co.uk/Schneideres-Metal-Clad- Ultimate-13AMP£9.99

£3.99
£2.99

socket
box

£
16

Solar Berry Network
Logical Diagram

IN LOCKABLE CABINET

Solar
Controller

12v DC
Ring
Adaptor

Solar Panels ~1kW

Current
Sensor

WORKSTATION x 11

5v DC

Current
Sensor

Solar Monitor
(RPi and Arduino)

Distribution Box &
Circuit Breakers

Ring
Adaptor

12v DC
Ring
Adaptor

NAS
Drive

12v DC

5v DC

RPi RACHEL Server
Fixed IP 192.168.1.20
320GB HDD 2.5"
Public SSID “RPI”
10.10.10.10

24 port Switch

5v DC
12v DC

RPi W/Station
SD Card marked Wnn

Long
USB
cable

Headphones
Cello Monitor
USB
Mouse

AP SSID “SOLARBERRY”

HP Deskjet
Printer/Scanner/
Copier

Netgear Wireless AP
192.168.1.1
DHCP On

USB k/board

Notes
1. All equipment 12V DC except RPi
which are 5v DC from Ring adaptors
2. Each Workstation supplied through
DP rocker switch acting as junction box
and 12v/5v Ring adaptor
3. Deskjet printer 32v DC supplied
through 12v – 32v DC-DC adaptor and
connected by USB data cable to RPi
unit in Solar Monitor
4. RPi RACHEL Server boots from small
SD card to HDD containing OS and
modules. SATA HDD adaptor requires
power from 2 x USB ports to get
adequate current.
5. Solar Monitor provides charge-state
information and controls and shuts
down RPi network
6. Solar controller Sun Yoba rated 80A
and has current sensors for Solar
Monitor connected in-line from panels
and in supply from battery to load
7. Separate Netgear wireless AP
provides mobile access and DHCP for
all workstations
8. Additional Ring adaptors to be used
as charge points for mobile phones
using appropriate charge cables
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